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	Description: Join us for our Social Media Tools and Technique course and acquire the knowledge and skills needed to use social media tools and techniques for intermediate-level messaging, strategy, and increased situational awareness. Build upon your existing knowledge with more in-depth training in the use of strategy, tools, and messaging techniques in the use of social media. Learn valuable concepts beyond the implementation of the most popular tools and strategies and of how to expand your organization's social media presence in various platforms to different audiences, in partnership with other agencies and organizations. Better your understanding of data mining and crowdsourcing techniques through practical activities and discuss potential uses for data visualization and mobile apps.
	Who should take this coure: WHO SHOULD TAKE THIS COURSE
	Target Audience 1: ✓Citizen/Community Volunteer ✓Emergency Management ✓Emergency Medical Services ✓Fire Service✓Governmental Administrative✓Health Care✓Law Enforcement
	Target Audience 2: ✓Public Health✓Public Safety Communications ✓Public Works✓Private Sector/Corporate Security✓Safety Professionals✓Transportation Security✓Other
	Modules: MODULES
	Module List: ✓  Intermediate Social Media Tools✓  Agency Strategy, Tool Selection, and Administrative Best Practices✓  Social Media Monitoring and Data Mining During Disasters✓ Mapping and Mobiles Apps✓ Comprehensive Activity
	Course Requirements: Course Requirements
	Course Requirements list: • Participants must bring Wi-Fi enabled laptop• Participants must create a Twitter, Facebook and Instagram account prior to    attending the course• Participants must be able to post test messages on these accounts
	Pre-Requisite: Pre-Requisite
	Pre-Requisite List: Completion of NDPTC course-PER-304 Social Media for Disaster Response and Recovery


